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A coincidence theory for Fw and admissible maps is presented in this paper.
One can also deduce from this theory new minimax inequalities of von Neumann]
Sion type. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we establish new coincidence theorems for multifunctions,
analytic inequalities, and minimax inequalities of Ky Fan, von Neumann]
Sion type. A multifunction F from a set X into a set Y is a map from X
Y  Y .into 2 here 2 denotes the family of all nonempty subsets of Y . Two
Y Y  .multifunctions F : X ª 2 and G : Z ª 2 here X : Z have a coinci-
 .  .dence if F x l G x / B for some x g X ; this point x is called a0 0 0 0
coincidence point for F and G.
Let X and Y be subsets of Hausdorff topological vector spaces E and1
E , respectively. A map A : X ª Y is said to be of type Fw, and we write2
w . A g F X, Y , if Y is convex i.e., a convex subset of a Hausdorff
.  .topological vector space , A x has convex values for all x g X, and there
 .exists a selection B : X ª Y of A such that B x / B for all x g X and
y1 .   .4the fibres B y s z : y g B z are open for all y g Y.
 .  .Remark. If A B : X ª Y then B is a selection of A if B x : A x for
all x g X.
w w xRemark. Examples of F maps may be found in 2, 9, 10 .
w xThe following well known selection property 2 will be used in Section 3.
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w .THEOREM 1.1. Let A g F X, Y . If X is paracompact then there exists
a continuous selection s : X ª Y of A.
Let X and Y be metric spaces. A continuous single valued map
w xp : Y ª X is called a Vietoris map 6 if the following two conditions are
satisfied:
 . y1 .i for each x g X, the set p x is acyclic
 .ii p is a proper map, i.e., for every compact A : X we have that
y1 .p A is compact.
w x  .DEFINITION 6, 8 . A multifunction f : X ª C Y is admissible
 .  .  .strongly , and we write f g Ad X, Y , if f : X ª C Y is upper semicon-
 .tinuous u.s.c. , and if there exists a metric space Z and two continuous
maps p : Z ª X and q : Z ª Y such that
 .i p is a Vietoris map and
 .  .  y1 ..ii f x s q p x for any x g X ;
 .here C Y denotes the family of nonempty, compact subsets of Y.
 .Remark. Any upper semicontinuous map f : X ª C Y with acyclic
w xvalues is admissible 6 .
Recall the following version of the Schauder fixed point theorem for
w xadmissible maps 6, 8 .
THEOREM 1.2. Let X for a con¨ex subset of a normal space E and
 .f g Ad X, X be a compact map. Then f has a fixed point.
 w xNext we state some results which we will use in Sections 2 and 3 see 6
.for proofs .
 .THEOREM 1.3. Let X, Y, W be metric spaces. If f g Ad X, Y and
 .  .  .c g Ad Y, W then c (f g Ad X, W and f = c g Ad X = Y, Y = W .
 .Let E be a normed space and f, c g Ad X, E and s : E ª R be a
continuous mapping. Define
f q c : X ª E by f q c x s u q ¨ : u g f x and ¨ g c x 4 .  .  .  .
and
sf : X ª E by sf x s s x u : u g f x . 4 .  .  .  .
THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a metric space and E a normed space. If f,
 .  .c g Ad X, E and s : E ª R is continuous then f q c g Ad X, E and
 .sf g Ad X, E .
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Our paper will be divided into two main sections. Parts of Section 2 were
w xmotivated by ideas in 6, 8 . In particular in Section 2 we first extend
wTheorem 1.2 to a wider class of maps, namely the condensing maps 12,
x13 . This result will then be used to establish a general nonlinear alterna-
tive of Leray]Schauder type. This in turn will be used to establish a new
w xfixed point theorem of Furi]Pera type 11, 12 . Section 3 presents a new
coincidence theory for Fw and admissible maps. The theory developed will
then be used to obtain new analytic alternatives and new minimax inequal-
ities.
2. FIXED POINT THEORY
We first extend Theorem 1.2 using a result of Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn
w x w x5 and some ideas in Gorniewicz and Kucharskik 7 . For completeness we
w xstate the result of 5 here.
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Frechet space a complete metrizable locallyÂ
. Econ¨ex topological space , D : E is closed and con¨ex, and F : D ª 2 .
Then for each V : D there exists a closed, con¨ex set K depending on F, D,
.   . .and V with V : K and co F D l K j V s K.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space E and
 .   .let F g Ad X, X be a bounded i.e., F X is a subset of a bounded set in
.X , condensing map. Then F has a fixed point.
Proof. Let x g X. By Theorem 2.1 there exists a closed, convex set K0
such that x g K and0
 4co F X l K j x s K . . .0
 .  .  4Now F X : X implies F X l K j x : X and we have K l X s K.0
Thus
 4co F K j x s K . . .0
Since F is condensing we have using the properties of measure of
.  . noncompactness that K is compact. Notice also that F g Ad K, K note
.F s F ( i and use Theorem 1.3; here i : K ª X is the inclusion map .
Theorem 1.2 implies F has a fixed point.
We now use Theorem 2.2 to establish a nonlinear alternative of
Leray]Schauder type.
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a Banach space, Q a closed, con¨ex subset of E,
 .U a relati¨ ely open con¨ex subset of Q, and 0 g U. Suppose J g Ad U, Q is
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  . .a bounded i.e., J U is a subset of a bounded set in Q , condensing map.
Then either
 .A1 J has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists u g ­U and l g 0, 1 with u g l J u .
 .Proof. Suppose A2 does not hold and J has no fixed points in ­U.
Let
w xH s x g U : x g l J x for some l g 0, 1 . . 4
 .Now H / B since 0 g H. We claim H is closed. To see this let x be an
  . w x.sequence in H i.e., x g l J x for some l g 0, 1 with x ª x g U.n n n n n 0
w x w xWithout loss of generality assume l ª l g 0, 1 . Let R : U = 0, 1 ª Qn 0
be defined by
R x , l s l J x . .  .
w xIt is easy to see 13 that R is u.s.c. with nonempty, compact values. Now
 . w x  .  .since x , l is a sequence in U = 0, 1 with x , l ª x , l andn n n n 0 0
 .  w x.  .x g R x , l we have see 16 that x g R x , l , i.e., x g H. Thus Hn n n 0 0 0 0
is closed. Now since J is a condensing map we have immediately, since
  .  4.H : co J H j 0 , that H is compact.
H is a nonempty closed subset of U and we also assumed H l ­U s B,
w xso we have H ; U. Now there exists a continuous function m : Q ª 0, 1
with
m H s 1 and m Q _ U s 0. .  .
Let r : E ª U be the continuous retraction given by
x
r x s for x g E; .
max 1, g x 4 .
 .  4here g is the Minkowski functional on U, i.e., g x s inf a ) 0 : x g aU .
w xRemark. It is well known 12 that r is a 1-set contraction.
 .Let's look at the map N : Q ª C Q given by
N x s m x J r x for x g Q. .  .  . .
Notice N is a bounded, condensing map since
 4N A : co J r A j 0 .  . . .
 . for any subset A of Q. In addition N g Ad Q, Q by Theorem 1.4 notice
< .j( r is admissible by Theorem 1.3 . Now Theorem 2.2 implies that thereQ
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 .  .exists x g Q with x g N x . If x g Q _ U then m x s 0 so x s 0. This is
 .  .a contradiction since 0 g U. Thus x g U and x g m x J x . Consequently
x g l J x with 0 F l s m x F 1. .  .
 .  .As a result x g H so m x s 1. Thus x g J x and we are finished.
w xNext we establish a new result of Furi]Pera type 11, 12 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space with
.metric d E with Q a closed, con¨ex subset of C and 0 g Q. Let G g
 .Ad Q, C be a compact map and assume
1
U s x g E : d x , Q - : C for i g N sufficiently large, say , .i  5i
for i G m .0
In addition suppose
`¡ w xif x , l is a sequence in ­ Q = 0, 1 con¨erging to x , l . 4 .j j 1~ 2.1 4  .with x g lG x and 0 F l - 1, then there exists j g 1, 2, . . . . 0¢with l G x : Q for each j G j . 4j j 0
holds. Then G has a fixed point in Q.
 .Proof. Let r : C ª Q be a continuous retraction with r z g ­ Q for
 w x.z g C _ Q see 12 . Let
X s x g C : x g Gr x . 4 .
 .Now Gr g Ad C, C is compact so X / B by Theorem 1.2. In addition X
  . .is closed since Gr : C ª C C is u.s.c. and in fact X is compact since
 .X : Gr X . It remains to show X l Q / B. Suppose X l Q s B. Then
 .  4there exists d ) 0 with dist X, Q ) d . Choose m g m , m q 1, . . . such0 0
 4that 1 - d m. Fix i g m, m q 1, . . . . Then X l Us B. Now Theorem 2.3i
 .  .applied with Gr for G, U for U, and C for Q implies since X l Us Bi i
 .  .  .that there exists y , l g ­U = 0, 1 with y g l Gr y . Notice in partic-i i i i i i
ular since y g ­U thati i
 4l Gr y ­ Q for each i g m , m q 1, . . . . 2.2 4 .  .i i
Let
w xD s x g C : x g lGr x for some l g 0, 1 . 4 .
 w x  .  .As before D is closed since R : C = 0, 1 ª C given by R x, l s lGr x
.is u.s.c. with nonempty, compact values . Also D is compact. This together
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1 . < <   4.with d y , Q s , l F 1 for j g m, m q 1, . . . implies that we mayj jj
assume without loss of generality that l ª lw and y ª yw g ­ Q. Alsoj j
 .  w x. w w  w. wsince y g l Gr y one has see 16 that y g l Gr y . Now l / 1j j j
w  .  .since X l Q s B. Thus 0 F l - 1. But in this case 2.1 , with x s r y ,j j
w  w.  4   .4x s y s r y , implies that there exists j g 1, 2, . . . with l Gr y : Q0 j j
 .for each j G j . This contradicts 2.2 . Thus X l Q / B, i.e., there exists0
 .  .x g Q with x g Gr x s G x .
Remark. The result in Theorem 2.4 also holds in a more general
situation, namely, when E is a Frechet space.Â
THEOREM 2.5. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Hilbert space with
.metric d E with Q a closed, con¨ex subset of C, and 0 g Q. Let G g
 .   . .Ad Q, C be a bounded i.e., G Q is a subset of a bounded set in C
condensing map and assume
1
U s x g E : d x , Q - : C for i g N sufficiently large. .i  5i
 .In addition suppose 2.1 holds. Then G has a fixed point in Q.
Proof. In this case let r : C ª Q be the nearest point projection. Recall
r is nonexpansive. Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.4
establishes the result notice in this case that Gr is a bounded, condensing
.map .
Remark. Of course the result in Theorem 2.5 holds for certain convex
sets in other spaces where there is a nearest point retraction that is
 .nonexpansive or more generally 1-set contractive .
3. COINCIDENCE THEORY AND MINIMAX
INEQUALITIES
We begin by establishing a coincidence theory for Fw and admissible
maps.
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space with
.metric d E, X is a closed, con¨ex subset of E, and Q is a closed, con¨ex
 . w .subset of X and 0 g Q. Suppose G g Ad Q, C and F g F C, X and
1  . 4x g E : d x, Q - : X for i g N sufficiently large. Define the map C : Qi
ª X by
C x s F (G x for x g Q. .  .
Assume
C : Q ª X is a compact map 3.1 .
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and
`¡ w xif x , l is a sequence in ­ Q = 0, 1 con¨erging to x , l . 4 .j j 1~ 3.2 4  .with x g lC x and 0 F l - 1, then there exists j g 1, 2, . . . . 0¢with l C x : Q for each j G j . 4j j 0
hold. Then G and Fy1 ha¨e a coincidence. That is, there exists x g Q with0
 . y1 .   .  .G x l F x / 0 i.e., there exists x , y g Q = C with y g G x0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 ..l F x .0
 .Remark. Notice assumption 3.1 may be replaced by J : Q ª X com-
 .pact. A similar remark applies to 3.2 .
  ..  .Remark. If F G ­ Q : Q then 3.2 is automatically satisfied.
Proof. Let s : C ª X be a continuous selection guaranteed from The-
.orem 1.1 of F. Define the map J : Q ª X by
J x s s(G x . .  .
 .Theorem 1.3 implies J g Ad Q, X . Also notice J : Q ª X is a compact
 ..  .  . map see 3.1 and 3.2 implies that J satisfies 2.1 with G replaced by
.  .J . Theorem 2.4 guarantees that there exists x g Q with x g sG x .0 0 0
 .  .  .Thus x s sy for some y g G x . Also x s s y g F y so y g0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 .  .G x l F x .0 0
 .Remark. If E is a Hilbert space then 3.1 may be replaced by the less
restrictive assumption
C : Q ª X is a bounded, condensing map 3.3 .
in Theorem 3.1.
Similarly we have the following coincidence result.
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space with
.metric d E, X is a closed, con¨ex subset of E, and Q is a closed, con¨ex
w .  .subset of X and 0 g Q. Suppose G g F Q, C and F g Ad C, X and
1  . 4x g E : d x, Q - : X for i g N sufficiently large. Define the map C :i
Q ª X by
C x s F (G x for x g Q .  .
 .  . y1and assume 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Then G and F ha¨e a coincidence.
Proof. Let t : Q ª C be a continuous selection of G and define the
map J : Q ª X by0
J x s F ( t x . .  .0
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 .Notice J g Ad Q, X . Apply Theorem 2.4 so there exists x g Q with0 0
  ..  .  .  .x g F t x . Thus x g F y where y s t x g G x . Thus y g0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 .  .G x l F x .0 0
 .  .Remark. If E is a Hilbert space then 3.1 may be replaced by 3.3 in
Theorem 3.2.
 .Remark. A special case of Theorem 3.2 is if F g AC Q, C , i.e., F : Q
 .  .ª CK C is a u.s.c. map; here CK C denotes the family of all nonempty,
compact, acyclic subsets of C. Since J is acyclic valued it is possible to0
consider a more general space than a Banach space in this situation. That
is, we may take E to be a Frechet space in Theorem 3.2 we use a resultÂ
w x .14 instead of Theorem 2.4 .
 .Remark. There is an obvious analogue of Theorem 3.2 if F g Ad C, X
 .  w x  ..is replaced by F g AP C, X see 15 for a definition of AP C, X .
Next we establish an analytic alternative and a minimax inequality of
 w x.von Neumann]Sion type see 9, 10 .
w xLet X be a convex set in a linear space. Recall 1 a function f : X ª R
  .is said to be quasiconca¨ e if for every real number t the set x g X : f x
4) t is convex. Let Y be a topological space. A function c : Y ª R is said
 .to be lower semicontinuous l.s.c. if for every real number t the set
  . 4y g Y : c y ) t is open in Y.
THEOREM 3.3. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space with
.metric d E, X is a closed, con¨ex subset of E, and Q is a closed, con¨ex
subset of X and 0 g Q. Suppose there exists a multi¨ alued map H : C ª 2 E
1  . 4such that H C : X and x g E : d x, Q - : X for i g N sufficiently . i
 .  4large. Let G g Ad Q, C and let f , g : C = X ª R j ` be two functions
which satisfy the conditions
g x , y F f x , y for all x , y g C = X 3.4 .  .  .  .
y ¬ f x , y is quasiconca¨ e on X and H x is con¨ex , for all x g C .  .
3.5 .
and
x ¬ g x , y is l.s.c. on C and Hy1 y is open, for all y g X . .  .
3.6 .
Fix a g R and let
F x s y g H x : f x , y ) a for x g C. 4 .  .  .
Define the map C : Q ª X by
C x s F (G x for x g Q .  .
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 .  .and assume 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Then either
 .  .  .A1 there exists z g C with g z , y F a for all Y g H z or0 0 0
 .  .  .  .A2 there exists x , y g Q = C with x g H y , y g G x and0 0 0 0 0 0
 .f x , y ) a occurs.0 0
Proof. Let
T x s y g H x : g x , y ) a for x g C. 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .By 3.4 , T is a selection of F. Also 3.5 implies F x is convex for each
 . y1 .x g C and 3.6 implies T y is open for every y g X. Now either
 .  .T x / B for every x g C or not. If T x / B for every x g C then
w . y1F g F C, X , Theorem 3.1 implies that G and F have a coincidence,
 .  . y1 .i.e., there exists x , y g Q = C with y g G x l F x . That is,0 0 0 0 0
 .  .   .  .  .y g G x and x g F y i.e., y g G x , x g H y , and f x , y )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.  .  .a so A2 occurs. If T x / B for every x g C does not hold then there
 .  .exists z g C with G z s B. That is, there exists z g C with g z , y0 0 0 0
 .F a for all y g H z .0
 .  .Remark. If E is a Hilbert space then 3.1 can be replaced by 3.3 in
Theorem 3.3.
Next we obtain a generalisation of the von Neumann]Sion minimax
inequality.
THEOREM 3.4. Let C be a closed, con¨ex subset of a Banach space with
.metric d E, X is a closed, con¨ex subset of E, and Q is a closed, con¨ex
subset of X and 0 g Q. Suppose there exists a multi¨ alued map H : C ª 2 E
1  . 4such that H C : X and x g E : d x, Q - : X for i g N sufficiently . i
 .  4  .  .large. Let G g Ad Q, C and let f , g : C = X ª R j ` satisfy 3.4 , 3.5 ,
 .and 3.6 . For each a g R let
F x s y g H x : f x , y ) a for x g C. 4 .  .  .a
Define, for each a g R, the map C : Q ª X bya
C x s F (G x for x g Q .  .a a
and assume
for each fixed a , C : Q ª X is a compact map 3.7 .a
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and
`¡ w xfor each fixed a , if x , l is a sequence in ­ Q = 0, 1 con¨erging 4 .j j 1~to x , l with x g lC x and 0 F l - 1, then there exists .  .a¢  4j g 1, 2, . . . with l C x : Q for each j G j . 40 j a j 0
3.8 .
are satisfied. Then
inf sup g x , y F sup f x , y : x g Q, y g C , y g G x .  .  .
xgC  .ygH x
and x g H y . 3.94 .  .
 .Remark. If E is a Hilbert space, then 3.7 may be replaced by
for each fixed a , C : Q ª X is a bounded, condensing map, 3.10 .a
in Theorem 3.4
Proof. Let
a s sup f x , y : x g Q, y g C , y g G x and x g H y . 3.11 4 .  .  .  .
The case a s ` is trivial, so from now on we assume a - `. Let
F x s y g H x : f x , y ) a for x g C ; 4 .  .  .a
 .  .here a is as described in 3.11 . Apply Theorem 3.3. Notice A2 cannot
 .  .occur see the definition of a so there exists z g C with g z , y F a0 0
 .for all y g H z . That is,0
sup g z , y F a .0
 .ygH z0
 .and so 3.9 follows.
We conclude the paper by obtaining a coincidence theorem for two
admissible maps.
THEOREM 3.5. Let E be a Banach space with C, Q closed, con¨ex subsets
of E with 0 g C and 0 g Q. Also let X be a closed, con¨ex subset of E with
 .  .Q : X. Suppose G g Ad Q, C and F g Ad C, X . Let d be the metric
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associated with the Banach space E = E and assume Q = C is a subset of
X = C and
1
x , y g E = E : d x , y , Q = C - : X = C .  . . 5i
for i g N sufficiently large. Define the map Q : Q = C ª X = C by
Q x , y s F y = G x for x , y g Q = C .  .  .  .
and suppose
Q : Q = C ª X = C is a compact map 3.12 .
`¡ w xif z , l , with z s x , y , is a sequence in ­ Q = C = 0, 1 .  . 4 .j j j j jjs1
con¨erging to z , l , with z s x , y , with x , y g lQ x , y .  .  .  .~
 4and 0 F l - 1, then there exists j g 1, 2, . . . with0¢ l Q x , y : Q = C for each j G j . 4j j j 0
3.13 .
y1  .hold. Then G and F ha¨e a coincidence. There is, there exists x , y g0 0
 . y1 .Q = C with y g G x l F x .0 0 0
 .Remark. If E is a Hilbert space, then 3.12 may be replaced by the
less restrictive assumption
Q : Q = C ª X = C is a bounded, condensing map, 3.14 .
in Theorem 3.5.
 .Proof. Now Theorem 1.3 implies Q g Ad Q = C, X = C . Also Theo-
 .  .  .rem 2.4 implies there exists x , y g Q = C with x , y g Q x , y .0 0 0 0 0 0
Remark. It is also possible to obtain an analogue of Theorem 3.3 and
of Theorem 3.4 in this situation.
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